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Fimag: The United Kingdom Disaster
Victim ⁄Forensic Identification Imaging System

ABSTRACT: Imaging is an integral diagnostic tool in mass fatality investigations undertaken traditionally by plain X-rays, fluoroscopy, and
dental radiography. However, little attention has been given to appropriate image reporting, secure data transfer and storage particularly in relation to
the need to meet stringent judicial requirements. Notwithstanding these limitations, it is the risk associated with the safe handling and investigation of
contaminated fatalities which is providing new challenges for mass fatality radiological imaging. Mobile multi-slice computed tomography is an alter-
native to these traditional modalities as it provides a greater diagnostic yield and an opportunity to address the requirements of the criminal justice
system. We present a new national disaster victim ⁄ forensic identification imaging system—Fimag—which is applicable for both contaminated and
non-contaminated mass fatality imaging and addresses the issues of judicial reporting. We suggest this system opens a new era in radiological diag-
nostics for mass fatalities.
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Radiological imaging has become an integral diagnostic tool in
mass fatality investigations. At present up to three different radio-
logical techniques may be used in the investigative process: fluo-
roscopy, principally as a metallic foreign body screening tool, plain
X-ray for bone examination, and dental X-ray (1). This approach
raises issues concerning equipment sourcing and availability, num-
bers of trained and accredited operational personnel, and radiation
exposure risks to those operating and working near the equipment
within a temporary facility. To date there are no formal protocols
or means to secure raw data storage, and images are frequently
viewed by personnel without formal training or accreditation. For-
mal image reports are not generated and the option of scene-based
radiology, for example in the investigation of contaminated fatali-
ties is not available. Finally invasive autopsy procedures including
soft tissue resection, periosteal stripping, and bone cleaning remain
a requirement for pathological, odontological, and anthropological
examinations. These procedures are both time consuming and raise
significant issues pertaining to health and safety concerns.

Here we present a new national integrated disaster victim ⁄ foren-
sic identification imaging system, Fimag which we believe
addresses all of these issues. The evidence base, operational infra-
structure, and key personnel for this system are in place but matters

regarding operational protocols, workstation placement, training,
and research are under active development and review.

We have previously reported the concept and first use of multi-
slice computed tomography (MSCT) for mass fatality investigations
(2,3). Drawing upon this experience and through further research
and exercises we have considered the needs of the professional
bodies involved in the investigation, the requirements of the crimi-
nal justice system, and the daily work of clinical diagnostic radio-
logical networks. By uniting these bodies for the first time, we
present a new radiological diagnostic framework for mass fatality
investigations that is robust, cohesive, judicially sound and can
operate at both a national and an international level in both con-
taminated and non-contaminated events (Fig. 1).

The realization of the potential diagnostic role of MSCT in
forensic investigations, the increased availability of static hospital
or mortuary located scanners, and the pursuit of the so-called
‘‘non-invasive’’ radiological autopsy has resulted in MSCT becom-
ing the principal choice for radiological imaging where available
(4–6). However the forensic diagnostic use of mobile MSCT has
been limited to date (7). MSCT can be used to image whole and
disrupted cadavers within sealed normal or specially designed
chemical, biological, and radiological (CBR) body bags without
the necessity for direct cadaver operator handling. We have iden-
tified that they are ideally suited to scene, indoor, or outdoor tem-
porary mortuary located imaging (Fig. 2). We have previously
reported that 2D localizer images and a volumetric data set,
allowing 2D and 3D reconstructions in any plane can all be
acquired in approximately 15 min within a self-contained,
purpose-built unit (2). This can be run to standardized forensic
operating procedures for imaging and cadaver movement on and
off the vehicle.

In anticipation of potentially multiple concurrent incidents occur-
ring at different locations we have adopted the use of three
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(expanding to eight in 2009) modified mobile 16 detector MSCT
for this system. The modifications required pertain to the use for
contaminated bodies where the safe working environment for per-
sonnel is paramount and, for example, continuous CCTV monitor-
ing of the internal cabin is required. Once operational a unique
data entry is initiated by the radiographers using a secure online
database for each body or body part (referred to as ‘‘body’’ from
this point onwards). Data entry is based on the national victim
identification number system presented with the body on the Asso-
ciation of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) body recovery form
and ⁄ or the Interpol forms (Victim Profile Form [VPF]) (Fig. 1,
parts 1–3.). Scanning is then undertaken using set forensic protocols
based on the need to capture pathology, identification information,
and investigative images (Fig. 1, part 4). The principal limitation to
the system is the volume of images generated, total file size and
issues related to X-ray tube overheating that can slow the scanning
process, all of which are taken into account within the operating
protocols. The data is transferred to the field-based support DICOM
server which is located within a converted mobile MSCT vehicle
stripped of the operational scanner equipment. This vehicle acts as
a data hub and field-reporting vehicle as images can be viewed and
reported if required on a field-reporting workstation. As it main-
tains its expandable lead-lined room this can be fitted and used
with portable plain X-ray and fluoroscopy equipment as a backup
to the principal MSCT imaging should these modalities be consid-
ered to be required in any given incident.

Encrypted raw DICOM data is sent from the support server via
telephone line, 3G or satellite networks using secure Virtual Private

Network (VPN) to the Forensic Picture Archiving System (FPacs)
Image Router and Web server (Fig. 1, part 5). Here it is split such
that an original set of raw data is forwarded to a national secure
FPacs Data Archive for permanent storage (Fig. 1, part 6). Images
and access to the VPF are then made available at remote reporting
locations (Fig. 1, part 7). This can be within clinical imaging
departments, specialist forensic investigative units, or dedicated vic-
tim identification matching centers anywhere in the world. Due to
the cost associated with setting up this network and the variety of
DICOM workstations and viewers used in clinical practice we have
adopted a single DICOM viewer.

Reporting teams are established for each principal profession
that utilizes radiological imaging during mass fatality investigations
with an overall central investigation unit overseeing the process.
The forensic radiology team comprises consultant radiologists from
a background of adult and child forensic, trauma, and general CT
reporting. This group works in real time as the reports generated
by them have a direct bearing on the subsequent field examina-
tions. MSCT allows visualization of soft tissues, bones, and inani-
mate objects including metals, woods, and plastics. Each case is
assessed for natural and unnatural pathology, foreign objects, and
parameters that can be utilized for identification purposes. This can
reduce the necessity to undertake invasive autopsies on incidental
victims as opposed to subjects of interest, e.g., the train driver, the
pilot of the plane, or the suspected terrorist. It can be used to iden-
tify risks to the pathologists for example unexploded ordinance,
broken bones, or foreign bodies including metal and glass as well
as materials of interest for forensic investigators such as

FIG. 1—The UK disaster victim ⁄ forensic identification imaging service (Fimag). 1. ACPO victim identification form and or Interpol F1 and F2 forms
(VPF) completed. 2. VPF record created on on-line database. 3. VPF form scanned into system to capture data. 4. Images captured on MSCT and forwarded
to field DICOM server. 5. Data and images transferred to FPacs image router and web server. 6. Secure source data stored on FPacs data archived. 7.
Images forwarded to remote reporting workstations. 8. Remote reporting use the FRis to update the VPF using secure online web server. 9. Updates stored
on FPacs data archive. 10. The field team access victim reports and images from the data archive.
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components from improvised devices. They utilize the Forensic
Radiology Information System (FRis) entering reports onto the
VPF using a secure online web form. This allows for selected
DICOM images to be inserted into the reports, for example to
allow those in the field to visualize the pathologies and identifying
features such as a prosthesis or location of a foreign body of foren-
sic interest (Fig. 1, part 8). This data updates the FPacs data
archive (Fig. 1, part 9) and is forwarded back to the field server so
that the pathology team have a formal radiology report to assist
the investigative process prior to examination of the body (Fig. 1,
part 10). This can be viewed by the pathologists prior to an
autopsy examination within the hub vehicle or displayed in front
of them on mortuary-located plasma screens. Two- and 3D images
(static or movie formats) can also be subsequently prepared from
the archive for criminal justice purposes.

Odontologists have a significant role in victim identification and
are usually mortuary based. However, again MSCT can replace tra-
ditional X-ray dental imaging using standard clinical software such
as Dentascan� (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK) (8–11) and
compared to antemortem dental X-rays. This is supplemented by
field dental photography. For contaminated cases remote dental
charting may be achieved using pathology team head-mounted or
overhead fixed camera systems. Data is entered into the FRis to
assist victim identification. We are not promoting the removal of
forensic odontologists from mass fatality investigation but rather,
by introducing modern radiological techniques and image capturing
systems provide an alternative working scenario which, in the case
of contaminated fatalities, ensures their continued role in the inves-
tigative process without close exposure to potentially life-threaten-
ing agents.

Anthropologists may form part of a mass fatality investigative
team depending on the nature of the incident. Although normally
located in the mortuary, an expanded role of MSCT is becoming
recognized as a tool for anthropology as the skeleton can be visual-
ized in both 2D and 3D without the necessity to deflesh bones, a
time-consuming process to be avoided wherever possible when
working with contaminated cadavers (12–15). Although re-associa-
tion of body parts can be achieved using DNA technology, a more
immediate identification and matching of body parts can arise
through the use of anatomically trained forensic anthropologists
and we have recently reported the concept of tele-anthropology for
mass fatality investigations utilizing this system (16). The anthro-
pology team access the FRis and undertake bone assessment and
measurements, entering the data into anthropology data sets
(Fig. 3) for victim identification. Again, we do not propose the loss
of the anthropologist from the investigative team but rather an
expanded role in incidents where an anthropologist may not have
been previously utilized. An anthropology team can now be
engaged remotely in all incidents using the Fimag system.

MSCT also allows for other disciplines and systems to be used
within the FRis. Facial reconstruction can be applied to MSCT data
(17). External soft tissue visualization in 3D can enable parts of the
Interpol victim identification forms to be assessed remotely (18)
(Fig. 4). All of this can be captured and stored on the FPacs to
assist the investigative or criminal justice systems. Facial map-
ping ⁄ superimposition, a system used in both criminal investigation
and mass fatality identification, for example the Asian Tsunami
2005, is also possible with 3D reconstructed MSCT images. This
could be of particular importance in those cases, both adult and
children, where dental records are not available or with contami-
nated fatalities where opening of the body bag should be avoided.

Finally the use of MSCT deployed with secure image routing
and a data transfer system capable of delivering images and reports
into any Hospital Radiology Information and Picture Archiving
Systems has the possibility to support response to major incidents
involving live casualties. This could be used either as on-site
trauma assessment or dependent on deployment time—to increase
MSCT capacity to units who have admitted large numbers of
trauma cases for assessment, poststabilization.

By utilizing the Fimag system we introduce a new era in mass
fatality radiology. The number of scene-based personnel, radiolog-
ical modalities, and invasive autopsy procedures are reduced
which is critical for safe working practices particularly when
faced with contaminated fatalities. Rapid permanent secure data
handling and storage is achievable. Remote image reporting for
pathological and identification purposes is performed by appropri-
ate professionals rather than the ad hoc system that has existed
until now. The U.K. investment in equipment, training, software
development and technology infrastructure is considered future
proof and will support areas of research and development in the
fields of forensic radiography and the non-invasive autopsy for
the foreseeable future.
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FIG. 2—Mobile MSCT for contaminated mass fatality investigations. A
simulated contaminated cadaver is processed by operational staff wearing
personal protective equipment.
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